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We could probably debate forever which programming language is best to learn in the first place - it may depend on your goals and other considerations. Mac developer Evan Miller, however, is doing a strong case for Learning C first, likening it to learning how to manage a shift stick. Dear Lifehacker, with all the buzz about learning code, I decided to give it a
try. Teh... Read morePython conveniently, and in many ways, great progress on C programming language. However, just like teaching teens to drive an automatic transmission is a practical guarantee that they will never learn to stick, advising neophytes to learn Python creates programmers who will never bother to learn how to code in C. And this, I find it
bad. He writes that knowledge of C is certainly not a requirement for a productive career in software, but that learning a language like Python is not challenging enough for those people who could become the best programmers-those who would dig deeper and figure out how computers work: C forces you to build a mental model of what a computer actually
does when you run your software Just like a teenager figuring out how the gear mechanism works by playing around with the clutch. As you ask why and keep digging for answers, your mental model will grow to embrace process model, CPU architecture, memory hierarchy, operating system, and so on. It's that mental model - not the C language itself - that
will allow you to poke through abstractions created by others and write programs that you never thought possible. Just a little food for thought. (Harvard CS50, by the way, starts with C, and it's head pounding for even more experience.) You can't dig up Evan MillerPhoto cul-de-sac. In 1993, most people had not heard of the Internet. However, I was, in my
attic office, matching 300 people around the world on the discussion list for training and development managers. While many of us have worked in organizations with e-mail systems (some of us in the corporate world, others in academia), we all knew we were doing something revolutionary. We've worked outside of our organizational silos, talking to each
other on topics ranging from developing 360-degree multi-stage feedback systems to ever making online classes easier. We did this without meeting each other, having a lot of knowledge about each other's organizations, or making specific deliberate efforts to learn from each other. However, we were networking and we learned nonstop. It is very bad that
several modern elea learning programs include some lessons learned from this list: that learning takes place in context, with the help of other people, when you are motivated, learn the subject, and spurred originality. While a small percentage of elearning programs are impressive looking, and many many Better than the programs available even five years
ago, most elearning programs are still designed as a turn, another page of web tutorials and teacher-led classes-on-web. They make elearning soft, static, and restriction. Others that use dynamic technology, including games and simulations, can score high on a cool meter but flounder when it comes to passing knowledge and changing behaviors. What
sells because of its glossy seductiveness can fail where it counts: helping them get what they came to learn. It's not surprising, then, that people are still wondering if we can really learn online. But it's worth noting that these are not tools, but tired assumptions underlying them that come short. In particular, the problem is that all people learn the same way. We
can learn online. In fact, with almost every internet visit we learn something, whether it's about new world events, the weather in our area, the change in share price, or who won the big game. We decide which sites bookmark and which sites to avoid. This of course sounds like training to me. Similarly, based on our style, some of us get more from elearning
programs than others. To maximize the value of elearning programs, it's important to understand why people have ventured to learn and the different ways they do it. Motivating StyleOver 30 years ago, education experts Cyril Houle and Alan Toughs identified three natural motivations for learning. There's learning-oriented motivation, which means people
can learn because they like it. There is a socially oriented motivation, or learning, driven by social aspects of activity. And there is a goal-oriented motivation, which means that those trained do so in pursuit of a specific goal. While these discs intersect, Houle and Toughs noted that a person's motivation for learning tends to carry through themes and
situations. In other words, regardless of the circumstances, people tend to have one main motivation for learning, whether online or off. When it comes to learning online, then, those who pursue the goal are more likely to achieve this goal by almost any means. In search of a clear path to their goal, tech-savvy learners can go straight to their computer and
browser window. Other students will turn to any other means can get them to their goal. Those who simply like to learn can turn to the same resources. But many in this camp may feel frustrated with online training programs that devote more time to processing than actual training. I still find it remarkable that it takes longer to learn how to use some programs
than this to master the content inside. If you learn best when engaging in conversation with other people because you are building a relationship, you will probably completely avoid learning online if there is a strong social social You take the essence of questions from body language and subtle cues, and you get that from those you study around, not online
chat, chat, or discussion lists. How do you feel about learning? Learning styles also affect how and where we learn best. We take information directly through our eyes, ears, muscles and nerve endings. Each of us prefers to receive information through one of these feelings. We may have a secondary mode that we prefer, but one usually dominates each of
us. And that doesn't change much over time. Like motivation styles, people with some learning styles are more suited to online learning. Most elearning programs include photos and graphics (best suited to visual learners) and almost all include words and audio clips (prefer traditional auditory learners). It would seem that this meets the needs of at least two
learning styles. Not true. While some auditory students take the information best by hearing it (hearing either another voice or their own in their mind's ear when they read) the less recognized type of auditory learner should articulate their thoughts aloud. Most elearning programs rarely help this type of learner. Today, most online programs offer even less for
tactile students (those who study through their nerve endings) or kenyas (those who study with their muscles). Sitting at the computer is usually dealt with only fingers and sometimes hands. To reach users with these learning styles, elearning programs must include as much exercise as possible. Otherwise, they risk losing students in the middle of the
stream. What can you do now? If you are interested in learning more online, take the time to understand the different ways you take into information and why you aspire to learn. Motivating learning styles and styles are a key component to finding your best path. Ask yourself if the environment you use fits your style and if not, what you could do to
complement the program. If you are socially motivated, for example, consider doing work with a group of people, whether neighbors, colleagues, family members or friends. Keep an eye on new programs that use both attractive technologies and sound education architecture. Personally, I am intrigued by the promise of educational content delivered through
mobile phones because you can literally learn how you go. Supplement any elearning program with additional resources, including articles you'll find through search engines, books on the shelves of your teammates, and a special conversation with colleagues over lunch. Finally, don't discount the training you do online every day without program. Reflect on
what worked and what you learned... and then consider how you could use the same method to learn something different. So, I'm starting Uni soon and I'm going to study IT. My counselor advised me to learn a little C before the semester begins. I have minimal programming experience with Basic and Visual Studios, but I want to start clean, and learn the
right way. So my question would be if someone has some good tutorials for beginners, 101 or such. I've already found a few articles here at MUO, but I always find it best to get a fresh answer, especially since I've heard that Microsoft will be releasing a new version, Visual Studio 2012. I really appreciate your help, so thank you very much :) or this tutorial on
NHS Sleep will discuss sleep function in the NHS and see how to put the flow to sleep. We'll also learn about other viz features. usleep: Any computer program that is a process, task or stream can sleep or become inactive for a certain time. Execution is suspended for this period of time. The execution will be resumed back when the sleep time interval or
signal or interruption will resume. To put a program (task, process or thread) to sleep we use the sleep system call. A typical sleep system call takes time as a parameter that indicates how long the program should sleep or remain inactive. The time provided is mostly in milliseconds, microseconds or seconds, and depending on that we have various functions
that can put the program to sleep. Sleep () FunctionC does not provide its own sleep function. However, specific operating system files such as unistd.h for Linux and Windows.h for Windows provide this functionality. When we use the Linux or UNIX operating system, we must include the unistd.h header file in our program to use the sleep function. When
using the Windows operating system, we should include Windows.h heading to use the sleep () function. Thus, in order to write a cross-platform program, we can have the code as shown below, so that any of the blanks will be used.#ifdef _WIN32 #include of the #else #include #endifThe the sleep function is described below: Prototype function: unsigned
sleep (unsigned seconds); Options: Seconds - a period of time in seconds for which the program is suspendedRegist:0 - If the sleep returns as the requested time has passed. If the sleep is interrupted by a signal, a non-question amount (requested period of time, specified minus the actual time) is returned. Description: Sleep () causes the program or
process in which it is called to temporarily suspend its execution for a period of time in the seconds specified by the function setting. Execution is suspended until the requested time has passed or is delivered or interrupting a function. However, if the system has planned to be то время подвески может быть больше. Ниже приведена программа СЗ,
которая использует функцию сна между двумя cout заявлениями.#ifdef _WIN32 #include #else #include #endif #include #include с использованием &lt;Windows.h&gt; &lt;unistd.h&gt;пространства имен &lt;iostream&gt; &lt;cstdlib&gt;std; int main() - cout Number of microseconds, для которых &lt; hello= ;= cout.flush();= sleep(10);= cout=&gt; &lt;
world;= cout=&gt; &lt; endl;= return= 0;= }= output:hello worldin= the= above= program,= we= give= a= sleep= command= with= 10= seconds= period= after= printing= “hello”.= the= compiler= waits= for= 10= seconds= after= printing= “hello”= and= then= prints= the= “world”.note:= readers= should= execute= this= program= to= actually= understand= the=
working= of= the= sleep= commandusleep= ()= functionthe= header= “unistd.h”= provides= yet= another= function= “usleep()”= that= can= suspend= the= execution= of= a= program= for= a= specified= period= of= time.= the= working= is= similar= to= sleep= ()= function= described= already.function= prototype:= int= usleep(useconds_t
useconds);parameters:= useconds=&gt; исполнение приостановленоРетурное значение:0 - Usleep успешно вернулся. Описание: Функция usleep () приостанавливает выполнение вызова потока для микросекунд useconds или до тех пор, пока сигнал не будет доставлен в поток, который прерывает выполнение. Детализация значений
таймера, используемых в функции usleep, может быть специфична для реализации. Если нам нужна более тонкая детализация, чем указанная реализацией, то фактическое значение таймера округляется до следующего поддерживаемого значения. Приведен ниже приведен пример для демонстрации usleep () function.#include
&lt;iostream&gt;#include &lt;cstdlib&gt;#include с &lt;unistd.h&gt;использованием пространства имен std; int main () - cout &lt; hello= ;= cout.flush();= usleep(10000);= cout=&gt; &lt; world;= cout=&gt; &lt; endl;= return= 0;= }output:hello worldas= shown= in= the= above= output,= we= specify= the= time= period= as= 10000= microseconds= for= usleep=
function= and= just= like= the= previous= program= using= sleep= function,= we= print= the= “hello= world”= string.thread= sleep= (sleep_for= &amp;= sleep_until)c++= 11= provides= specific= functions= to= put= a= thread= to= sleep.there= are= two= functions:std::this_thread::sleep_forfunction=&gt; &lt; class Rep, class Period &gt;void sleep_for (const
std::chrono::duration&lt;Rep, period=&gt;sleep_duration ); Параметры: sleep_duration времени для снаРетурное значение: noneDescription: sleep_for () функция определена в заголовке &lt;thread&gt;. Функция sleep_for () блокирует выполнение текущего потока по крайней мере на указанное время, т.е. sleep_duration. Эта функция может
блокироваться на более длительный срок, чем указанное время, из-за планирования действий или задержек с утверждением ресурсов. Пример СЗ, демонстрирующий sleep_for, приведен ниже: #include &lt;iostream&gt;#include &lt;chrono&gt;#include с &lt;thread&gt;помощью namespace std; int &lt; hello= i'm= waiting....=&gt; &lt; endl;
endl;=&gt;&lt;/ endl; &gt; main ()&lt;/thread&gt; &lt;/chrono&gt; &lt;/iostream&gt; &lt;/thread&gt; &lt;/Rep,&gt; &lt;/ class Rep, class Period &gt; &lt;/unistd.h&gt; &lt;/cstdlib&gt; &lt;/iostream&gt; &lt;/cstdlib&gt; &lt;/iostream&gt; &lt;/unistd.h&gt; &lt;/Windows.h&gt; &lt;/Windows.h&gt; ); cout &lt; waited= 20000= ms;= }= output:hello= i’m= waiting….= waited= 2000=
msin= the= above= program,= we= have= a= specified= sleep= duration= of= 20000= milliseconds.= this= means= that= the= thread= will= block= for= 20000= milliseconds= before= resuming= the= operation.std::this_thread::sleep_untilfunction=&gt; &lt; class Clock, class Duration &gt;пустота sleep_until (const
std::chrono::time_point&lt;Clock,Duration&gt;и sleep_time); Параметры: sleep_time времени, до которого поток должен быть заблокирован. Значение возврата: noDescription: Эта функция определена в &lt;thread&gt;заголовке. Функция sleep_until () блокирует выполнение потока до тех пор, пока sleep_time не будет. Как и другие функции, эта
функция может также блокироваться на более длительный срок, чем указанное время, из-за планирования действий или задержек с утверждением ресурсов. Программа C'a для функции sleep_until приведена ниже.#include #include #include с &lt;iostream&gt; &lt;thread&gt; &lt;chrono&gt;использованием std пространства имен; пустота
current_time_point (chrono:system_clock:time_point timePt) - time_t timeStamp - chrono::system_clock:to_time_t (timePt); cout &lt; std::ctime(&amp;timestamp)=&gt; &lt; endl;= }= void= threadfunc()= {=&gt; &lt;Current time= ::= ;= current_time_point(chrono::system_clock::now());= chrono::system_clock::time_point= timept=chrono::system_clock::now() +=
chrono::seconds(60);= cout=&gt;&lt;/Current&gt; &lt; sleeping= until= ::= ;= current_time_point(timept);= this_thread::sleep_until(timept);=&gt; &lt;Woke up... Current Time :: ; current_time_point(chrono::system_clock::now()); } int main() { std::thread th(&amp;threadFunc); th.join(); return 0; } Output:Current Time :: Thu Sep 19 12:52:01 2019 Sleeping Until::
Thu Sep 19 12:53:01 2019 Woke up… Current Time :: Thu Sep 19 12:53:01 2019 2019 up... current= time= ::= ;= current_time_point(chrono::system_clock::now());= }= int= main()= {= std::thread= th(&amp;threadfunc);= th.join();= return= 0;= }output:current= time= ::= thu= sep= 19= 12:52:01= 2019= sleeping= until::= thu= sep= 19= 12:53:01= 2019= woke=
up… current= time= ::= thu= sep= 19= 12:53:01= 2019= 2019=&gt;&lt;/Woke up... Current Time :: ; current_time_point(chrono::system_clock::now()); } int main() { std::thread th(&amp;threadFunc); th.join(); return 0; } Output:Current Time :: Thu Sep 19 12:52:01 2019 Sleeping Until:: Thu Sep 19 12:53:01 2019 Woke up… Current Time :: Thu Sep 19 12:53:01
2019 2019 &gt; &lt;/chrono&gt; &lt;/thread&gt; &lt;/iostream&gt; &lt;/thread&gt; &lt;/Clock,Duration&gt; &lt;/ class Clock, class Duration &gt; learn basics of c programming pdf. learn the basics of c programming language. learn basics of embedded c programming
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